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Abstract 

Knowledge Base reuse is a real problem of great practical significance. Currently it is 
not possible to reuse a knowledge base developed for another purpose. As a result, 
knowledge-based systems are very expensive to develop because it is always necessary to 
start from scratch on a new knowledge base. A significant stumbling block to knowledge 
base reuse is that all practically usable knowledge bases are developed in specialized 
representation languages. Hence, reuse requires translation between specialized 
languages. This type of translation is particularly difficult when the target language is 
less expressive than the source. The goal of this project is to develop a translator shell 
that enables the rapid development of translators between specialized representation 
languages. In the first year, a prototype of the shell was developed and feasibility 
demonstrated with the development of a Knowledge Interchange Format (KEF) to 
CLASSIC translator. In the second year, an EXPRESS to KIF translator and a LOOM to 
KIF translator were completed and tested on several example knowledge bases, the 
translator shell was significantly-enhanced to support several new capabilities, 
experiments were successfully conducted to show that Ontolingua could be significantly 
improved by replacing its translators with translators developed using our shell, an 
activity to apply our work to translation between databases was begun. In the third year, a 
prototype translator between human genome databases was developed, support of the 
translator shell technology continued, and further research was conducted on the KTF to 
KIF translation problem. 

1. Results 

In the first phase of this effort, a KEF-CLASSIC translator was completed and a series of 
tests were performed. The culmination of these tests translated the ROME Planning 
Initiative knowledge base from LOOM to KIF using a LOOM-KEF translator developed 
by Ramesh Patil at USC ISI and then the KEF-CLASSIC translator was used to translate 
the result into CLASSIC. One would not expect the translation from KEF-CLASSIC to 
be 100% successful since LOOM is a strictly more expressive language than CLASSIC. 
In fact, approximately 80% of the KEF version of this knowledge base was translated into 
CLASSIC. Subsequent analysis showed that there exists no translation into CLASSIC 
for the remaining 20% of the KIF knowledge base. 

Hence, the KEF-CLASSIC translator succeeded in translating a real LOOM knowledge 
base into CLASSIC. Every KEF statement generated by the LOOM-KEF translator that 
was representable in CLASSIC was translated by the KEF-CLASSIC translator. The 
KEF-CLASSIC translator's ability to flag untranslatable statements proved useful in 
several ways including debugging the LOOM-KEF translator. 

Two conclusions were apparent from the experiences with this first translator: more 
general techniques would be necessary for translation from more to less expressive 
languages in general, but much of the technology that we had developed could be used to 
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develop less powerful translators that translated between equally as expressive subsets of 
two languages. 

In phase two, employing the above observation, a LOOM-KEF and an EXPRESS-KEF 
translator were developed. These translators were tested on equally expressive subsets of 
the respective languages with 100% success. For example, the EXPRESS-KEF translator 
was tested by translating several parts of the PDES/STEP knowledge base into KIF and 
then back into EXPRESS. 

The KIF-CLASSIC, LOOM-KIF and EXPRESS-KIF translators have been made 
available to the research community. 

Two other efforts were pursued in parallel to building the LOOM-KIF and EXPRESS- 
KEF translators: application of the technology already developed for translation between 
representation languages for database interoperability and development of more general 
techniques for KTF to KIF translation. 

On the first of these, we completed a prototype of a human genome database translator. 
This proved to be a straightforward use of our translator shell, except that a genetics 
Ontology needed to be constructed to use as an interlingua. The prototype translates the 
two human genome database languages GenBank and Swiss Protege [Van Baalen & 
Looby 95]. Several organizations involved in the Human Genome project have expressed 
interest in using the translator. xo 

In our work to develop more general techniques for KIF to KEF translation, we extended 
our DCTGs to translate languages that are not context free. Many representation 
languages in which we are interested have this property, i.e., they are not (unordered) sets 
of independent top-level forms. Instead, the presence of certain top-level forms can 
effect the translations of others. In addition, in some languages there are ordering 
constraints on top-level forms so that the meaning of forms occurring in one order is 
different from their meaning when they occur in a different order. The user's model of our 
extensions to DCTGs are briefly described here. More detail can be found in [Van 
Baalen, et al. 95], 

LOOM is an example of a language in which the presence of some top-level forms effects 
the translation of others. For instance, LOOM has the notion of a partitioning of a 
concept. This is a set of subconcepts of the concept that are all pairwise disjoint; e.g., 
dog and person partition animal. To illustrate the need for this capability, consider the 
LOOM excerpt below (which has been simplified for presentation purposes). 

(defconcept biblio-thing 
partitions $biblio-thing-partition-l$ 
:annotations ((documentation "Biblio-thing is the root of the bibliographic 

ontology.")) 
:is-primitive INDIVIDUAL) 

(defconcept biblio-text 
:in-partition $biblio-thing-partition-l$ 
: annotations ((documentation "The most general class of undifferentiated text 

objects.")) 
:is-primitive (:and biblio-thing string)) 

(defconcept agent 
tin-partition $biblio-thing-partition-l$ 



annotations ((documentation "An agent is something that can act on its own 
and produce changes in the world. There is more to agenthood than that, but 
for this ontology that is all that matters.")) 

ris-primitive biblio-thing) 

There are three top-level forms defining the concepts biblio-thing, biblio-text, 
and agent. Biblio-thing is the root concept of a bibliographic ontology. The con- 
cepts agent  and biblio-text partition biblio-thing, a fact that is expressed in 
KIF as: 

(subclass-partition biblio-thing (setof agent biblio-text)) 

To identify this partitioning and properly translate these forms into KIF, all three top-level 
forms must be analyzed before a translation is generated. The KIF translation of this ex- 
erpt is: 
(defrelation biblio-thing 

(class biblio-thing) 
(subclass-of biblio-thing individual) 
(subclass-partition biblio-thing (setof agent biblio-text))) 

(documentation biblio-thing 
"biblio-thing is the root of the bibliographic ontology.") 

(defrelation agent 
(class agent) 
(subclass-of agent biblio-thing))) 

(documentation agent 
"an agent is something or someone that can act on its own and produce changes 

in the world. There is more to agenthood than that, but for this ontology that 
is all that matters.") 

(documentation biblio-text 
"the most general class of undifferentiated text objects.") 

(defrelation biblio-text 
(class biblio-text) 
(subclass-of biblio-text biblio-thing) 
(subclass-of biblio-text string)) 

To enable this type of translation and also translation where the order of top-level forms 
effects their translation, DCTGs have been extended so that one can specify the transla- 
tions of sets and sequences of top-level forms. This is done using the special function 
symbols set and seq in the first and second arguments to the top-level predicate 
TRANS. 

Grammar rules containing set or seq forms in the first argument specify how subsets or 
subsequences of a knowledge base translate into the interlingua. This is a significant de- 
parture from simple DCTGs that specify translation one top-level form at a time. Trans- 
lation rules that contain set or seq forms in their second argument specify that the 
translations generated by those rules are not single top-level forms, but rather are sets or 
sequences of top-level forms in the interlingua. 

For example, the translation of the sequence A, B can be specified directly in a transla- 
tion rule as follows: 

(<- (trans (seq A B) B-with-A)). 
To handle the translation of B alone as B-without-A, the clause 

(<- (trans B B-without-A)) 
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is placed after the above clause. The standard semantics of PROLOG ensure that the first 
rule takes precedence over the second. 

Similarly, the function set can be used to specify that the order in which top-level forms 
appear is unimportant, e.g., 

(<- (trans (set A B) B-with-A)) 

will translate the two top-level forms as B-with-A regardless of the order in which they 
appear. 

The set and seq function symbols can be nested so that, for example, one can specify 
with the term (set A (seq B C)) that C must occur after B, but A can appear in any 
relationship to B and C. An extended DCTG for translating the example LOOM knowl- 
edge base given above is: 

(defrule trans 
; Translate a defconcept that has a :partitions field. 
(<- (trans (set (defconcept ?C 

rpartitions ?p-name 
rannotations ((documentation ?document)) 
. ?sent-rest) 

. ?kb-rest) 
(set (documentation ?C ?document) 

(defrelation ?C 
(subclass-partition ?C. ?p-members) 
. ?new-sent-rest) 

. ?new-kb-rest)) 
(partition-name ?p-name) 
(translate2  (defconcept ?C . ?sent-rest) 

(defrelation ?C . ?new-sent-rest)) 
(trans2 ?kb-rest ?new-kb-rest ?p-name ?p-members)) 

; Translate defconcepts that have neither a : partitions 
; field nor an :in-partitions field 
(<- (trans (defconcept ?C .?sent-rest) (defrelation ?C . ?new-sent-rest)) 

(not-member-p :in-partition ?sent-rest) 
(not-member-p :partitions ?sent-rest) 
(translate2 (defconcept ?C .?sent-rest) (defrelation ?C . ?new-sent-rest))) 

; Translate top-level forms that are not defconcept forms 
(<- (trans (?a . ?rest) ?all-trans) 

(not-equal-p ?a defconcept) 
(translate (?a . ?rest) ?all-trans))) 

(defrule trans2 
; Translate def concepts for concepts that are in the 
; partition ?p-name (passed in by trans). 
(<- (trans2  (set   (defconcept ?c 

:in-partition ?p-name 
: annotations ((documentation ?doc)) 
. ?sent-rest) 

. ?kb-rest) 
(set   (documentation ?c ?doc) 

(defrelation ?C 
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(subclass-partition ?C. ?p-members2) 
. ?new-sent-rest) 

. ?new-kb-rest) 
?p-name 
(?C. ?p-member-rest)) 

(translate2 (defconcept ?C . ?sent-rest) (defrelation ?.C . ?new-sent-rest)) 
(trans2 ?kb-rest ?new-kb-rest ?p-name ?p-member-rest)) 

(<- (trans2 nil nil ?p-name nil))) 

The predicate trans2, used in the above DCTG but not defined here, is responsible for 
translating individual LOOM top-level forms. 

We also began formalizing our approach to translation between subsets of KIF. The 
approach we have taken to constructing procedures for this type of translation is inspired 
by techniques that have been developed for term rewriting. Research in this area studies 
the problem of reasoning efficiently about the consequences of equational theories. One 
basic contribution of this work is a technique for developing decision procedures for this 
consequence problem which is undecidable in general. That is, let T be an equational 
theory and tj and ^ be terms in the language of T. Then it is undecidable whether or not 
tj=Tt2, i-e> Tt=(tj=t2). However, sometimes the problem of determining tj=jt2 can be 
reduced using rewrite systems. Specifically, it is sometimes possible to find a system of 
rewrite rules for Tsuch that t]=jt2 just in case tj and t2 are rewritten to identical terms. 
Such a rewrite system constitutes a decision procedure for the relation =7. When such a 
system can be found, the term to which tj and tj are rewritten is called their canonical 
form. 

We are developing a similar idea for translating between subsets of KIF. Before we de- 
scribe our approach, we make some important definitions. First, we make precise the no- 
tion of a syntactically restricted subset of a language. 

Definition (syntactically restricted subset) Let L; be a language and let G be a definite 
clause grammar (DCG) that parses a strict subset of Lj. The subset of Lj that G parses is 
called a syntactically restricted subset of'Li. 

Note that a DCG for a syntactically restricted subset of KIF can be extracted from a 
DCTG that translates between a representation language and KIF. Now we define the idea 
of a congruence relation between two syntactically restricted subsets of a language. 

Definition (congruence relation on subsets) Let A and B be two syntactically restricted 
subsets of a language Lj and let R be a binary relation whose domain is a subset of A and 
whose range is a subset of B. R is a congruence relation between A and B in the follow- 
ing case: 

Vx,y,x' ,y' [{R(x,y) A (X <=> x') A R(X' ,y')) => (y o y')\ 
Hence, if a top-level form x in subset A is related to y eB, and a top-level form x'eA is 
equivalent to x and related to y', then for R to be a congruence relation on A and B it must 
be the case that y' is equivalent to y. 

Finally, we define a canonical form for a congruence relation between two syntactically 
restricted subsets of a language. 

Definition (canonical form for a congruence between subsets) Let Li be a language, A 
and B be syntactically restricted subsets of L\ and C also be a subset of Lj. Let R be a 
congruence relation between A and B and let c be a mapping from A u B into C. C is a 
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canonical form for R and c is a canonical form mapping for R just in case /?(x,y) ^> 
identical(c(x),c(y)). 

Hence, when c is a canonical form mapping for R, x and y are related by R just in case 
their canonical forms are identical. 

We can now describe our approach to developing translators between subsets of KIF. We 
believe that the automatic derivation of canonical forms, as in done in the rewrite com- 
munity, is beyond the current state of the technology. Therefore, our approach is to pro- 
vide tools that assist a translator developer with the construction of: 

• a canonical form for a congruence relation between two syntactically restricted sub- 
sets of KIF 

• a DCTG for translating KIF top-level forms into this canonical form (this is an im- 
plementation of c) and 

• modified versions of the source and target language DCTGs that translate the canoni- 
cal form of KIF to and from the specialized representation languages. 

The translator developer begins with a DCTG that translates between the source language 
and the source subset of KIF and a DCTG that translates between the target language and 
the target subset of KIF. He or she then specifies a congruence relation between the 
source and target subsets of KIF. This specification is a set of equivalences between top- 
level forms in the source subset and top-level forms in the target subset and equalities be- 
tween first-order terms in the source subset and first-order terms in the target subset. 
Then the developer attempts to construct a canonical form for this congruence relation 
and a DCTG that translates both subsets to this form. The translator shell assists in this 
process in several ways. First, it provides a library of "standard" canonical forms and as- 
sociated DCTGs. An example of such a form is conjunctive normal form. The developer 
can use, modify, or, in some cases, combine these forms and their associated DCTGs. 
Second, the shell provides tools for proving termination,, i.e., that a DCTG always termi- 
nates, and coverage , i.e., that every top-level form in the target and source subsets of KIF 
are translated into the proposed canonical form. The developer uses these tools to prove 
termination and coverage of new or modified DCTGs. 

Finally, the shell is used to establish that the proposed canonical form is, in fact, canoni- 
cal for the congruence relation. Explaining how this is done requires one more definition. 

Definition (canonical for an equivalence) Let c be a mapping from formulas in a lan- 
guage Li into C, a subset of L, and let (j),y/eL[. If identical(c(<l)),c(y/)), c is called a 
canonical form mapping for /"where Tis the universal closure of(p<=>y/. Also, C is called 
a canonical form for R 

A canonical form for an equality is defined similarly. We have shown that if S is a speci- 
fication of a congruence relation between two subsets of a language and c is a canonical 
form mapping for every equivalence and every equality in S, then c is a canonical form 
mapping for the congruence relation specified by S. Hence, the translator shell estab- 
lishes that a form is-canonical for a congruence relation by using the associated DCTG to 
translate the left and right hand sides of every formula in the specification of that relation 
and checking that their translated forms are identical. 

Once a canonical form for a congruence relation between two subsets of KIF has been 
constructed, the translator developer can return to the original two DCTGs and modify 
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them so that they translate into and out of the canonical form. We propose to explore 
methods of assisting the developer in this process (see section 4.4 for more detail). 

2. Conclusions 

The author believes that significant initial success was achieved under this grant in 
addressing the problem of translation between representation languages. However, the 
knowledge representation community has been slow in showing interest in using our 
results. On the other hand, our achievements in database interoperability in the 
experiment to translate between human genome databases have led to an investigation of 
the use of this technology in solving interoperability problems in spatial and geographical 
databases. This work will continue to be funded by a National Science Foundation 
Epscore grant to the University of Wyoming. 
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